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3rooms in great price

Price

435 000 zł
7 373 zł/m2

KRAKÓW
Strzelców

Size Rooms Bedrooms Bathrooms Floor

59.00 m2 3 2 2 3

Dodatkowe udogodnienia:

 Balcony
 Parking

For sale a spacious three-room apartment with a very functional layout
located not far from the Serenada gallery, Water Park and Multikino at
Strzelców Street.

The apartment has 59.5 m2 and is located on the third floor of a four-
story building from the 90s.

It consists of:

Living room with balcony
bedroom 1
bedroom 2
bathrooms
separate toilet
separate kitchen
a spacious corridor

In addition, the apartment has a basement sold with and included in the
price.

The flat has a north-south bilateral exhibition.

It has heating from the city and a heater to heat water in the bathroom.
Gas installation after replacement with a new one.

The apartment is equipped with furniture and appliances to the extent
that allows free living with the possibility of gradual adaptation or
refreshment. The equipment is included in the price of the flat.

It's bright and quiet. Comfortable to live for a family or group of
students (three separate rooms).

Full ownership of the apartment and land with KW issued.

The property is unencumbered and ready to move in directly after
purchase.

The flat is located in a green area five minutes from the bus terminus.
To the nearest store 200m (500 m to the supermarket). The school is
300 m away. Close to a playground, dog run, walking areas and a well-
developed commercial and service structure.

Price: 435 000

If you have further questions or interest in the offer, I am at your
disposal

Aneta Wydro

tel. 730 598 479

Dane agenta:
Mint_Archiwum Mint_Archiwum

mint_archiwum@mintproperty.pl


